Absolute developing new flagship

Navetta 75
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Absolute is developing the Navetta 75, the new flagship for the inland Italian builder

celebrating its 20th anniversary.

The Navetta 75 succeeds the 73 as the yard’s flagship

Absolute has marked its 20th anniversary by introducing the Navetta 75, the new flagship of the inland builder.
Notable features include modular furniture on the terrace cockpit and flybridge, as seen on the 60 Fly that
debuted at last year's Cannes Yachting Festival and the 56 Fly set to premiere at this year's show.

The Navetta 75's long flybridge can be accessed by stairs from both the cockpit and the bow, while the helm
station in the main-deck saloon is in a raised position. As well as the helm on the flybridge, two more mooring
stations are available in strategic positions.

On the lower deck, the yard's signature features include the forward owner's cabin in the bow, which has private
access and is on a higher level than the rest of the lower deck. Guest cabins comprise two doubles with private
bathrooms

and a twin bed cabin with a day-head. The aft crew quarters can be accessed from the cockpit and

feature up to three beds, a bathroom and private galley.

Founded in Piacenza in 2002, Absolute designs and builds luxury yachts from 47-75ft across its Navetta,
Flybridge and Coupé ranges, and is represented in Hong

Kong by Absolute Marine.

www.absoluteyachts.com
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ABSOLUTE 60 FLY: SILENCE IS GREEN
Showing

its focus on a greener future, Absolute has included solar power on the first hull of its 60 Fly,

a model with a clear cockpit and aft flybridge designed for modular furniture, as well as a
memorable master suite Located forward on the lower deck.
Leggi Uarticolo su yachtstyle.co >
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